A long-cycle oscillation sometimes appears in the iterative solution of nonlinear simultaneous equations. It occurred in simulation of extractive distillation by the successive approximation method and the cause of instability was investigated. A small deviation of the pressure and the total flow rate calculated from the material balance was found to travel down the column as a growing wave because of a poor temperature updating algorithm. An algorithm was proposed to stabilize it by revising the composition before updating temperature using information on the difference between the total flow rates calculated from the material and heat balances. The stability of the algorithm was quantitatively analyzed by evaluating the transformation matrix which corresponds to the successive deviation of the temperature profile. The absolute value of the dominant eigenvalue became less than unity, while that for the conventional method exceeded unity. The conventional method when stabilized by this algorithm was found to be competitive with the full Newtonmethod.
Introduction
A long-cycle oscillation sometimes appears in the iterative solution of nonlinear simultaneous equations. Whenit occurs, the output approaches the solution in the convergent phase of the cycle but suddenly departs from the solution and drifts until it returns to the convergent phase again. It is an intrinsic instability. Weencountered such oscillation when we applied our previous method1) for calculating a multistage process to an extractive distillation.
The method is essentially a variation of the successive approximation since it works by assuming profiles of the temperature and total flow rate in order to make linear material balance relations and updating these two by use of the pressure constraint and the heat balance. We applied it to various problems including interlinked azeotropic distillation. 4) Rapid and stable convergence wasobserved for all problems except the extractive distillation of an equimolar solution of acetone and methanol by water. In this problem a long-cycle oscillation set in when the distillate flow rate was specified belowa certain value, even though stable convergence was observed otherwise.
Wepropose an effective method of stabilizing the oscillation. Its essence lies in the correction of composition using information on the difference of the flow rates calculated from the heat and material Received February 20, 1987 . Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to H. Nishimura. M. Hirao is now with Advanced Research Lab., Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo 185. 300 balances. The correction can makethe conventional method competitive with the full Newton method.6) The same technique might be utilized for stabilization of oscillation in other problems.
Sample Problem
The sample problem is the extractive distillation of acetone-methanol solution by water. The vaporliquid equilibria of the ternary mixture exhibits strong nonideality. The convergent liquid-phase composition profiles of the cases D=0.480 and D=0.520, shown in Fig. 1 , are obtained by a method described later. The difference between them lies in the location of the pinch point under the lower feed stage.
The condition of distillation is presented in Table 1 . Physical properties necessary for calculation are tabulated in Table 2 .
Method and Algorithm
The outline of our previous method1} is shown in Fig. 2 Thus an equilibrium stage is modeled as a splitter whose ratio is determined by a stripping factor Kj^VL)^If we use rijti, the whole system can be expressed by a signal flow graph and the material balance of any interlinked columns can be calculated easily.2) Whenapplied to a conventional column, it provides the same algorithm as that of Wangand Henke.8)
Oscillatory Results
Whenthe conventional method0 was applied to the case D=0.520, a stable convergent solution was obtained. The relative deviation VOL 21 NO. 3 1988 
Vj,i /JJ (2) decreased to 10~2 after 40 iterations and to 10~4 after 67 iterations. A similar stable convergence was observed for distillate flow rate no less than 0.518.
However, for distillate flow rate less than or equal to 0.517, a long-cycle oscillation was observed. The abrupt change of the distillate flow rate is not a discontinuous phenomenonwhenwe examine the flow rate within the column. In Fig. 4 the total vapor flow rate profile calculated from the material balance during the iteration was compared with the convergent profile. A small peak observed between the feed stages at iteration 10 was found to grow and travel down the column, though the flow rate at the bottom was virtually 
Equation (4) suggests a close relationship between the flow rate and pressure fluctuations. Figure 5 shows the variation of the resultant pressure. A peak of pressure deviation was also found to grow and travel down the column even though it was brought to zero at every iteration by revising the temperature of the corresponding stage. In this case the conventional algorithm for revising the temperature is not effective in suppressing the fluctuation.
Analysis of Cause of Instability
The conventional algorithm described in Fig. 2 can be regarded as a transformation of the vector expressing the temperature profile of the column to JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING OF JAPAN the corresponding vector of the updated profile. The relation can always be expressed as a linear system in the close vicinity of the convergent solution. If we take the deviation from the profile for the solution as vector, the relation is expressed as BAT=AT (7) where ATand ATare two successive deviations and B is the transformation matrix. If the absolute value of any eigenvalue of B exceeds unity, the system is unstable and a convergent solution cannot be obtained.
Weobtained the matrix B and its eigenvalues for the case D=0.480 with AT^OAK (see Appendix). Figure 6 is a schematic representation of matrix B expressing the magnitude of each element by one of twelve shades. The /-th column vector expresses the updated temperature profile when unit perturbation, i.e. ATt=1 K, is given at stage /. The eighth column showsthat the strongest response was observed when the perturbation was given at the upper feed stage.
The maximumentity in the column was 2.71. A remarkable feature is that the response increases downwardbelow the lower feed stage. The diagonal elements are around 0.35 and the off-diagonal elements increase downwardaround 0.45, while the elements above the perturbation stage are less than 0.13. This must be closely related to the tendency of the peak of pressure deviation to travel down the column.
The dominant eigenvalue with the largest absolute value was /!=1.073+1.052/, I/,!|=1.503
Therefore the solution is an unstable equilibrium7} and cannot be approached by the conventional algorithm. This algorithm for updating of temperature is based on the assumption that the composition is correct or close to that of the equilibrium solution. If the composition deviates largely from the solution, the composition must be revised before updating of temperature.
Deviation of the composition is associated with deviation of the total flow rate calculated from the material balance. Positive deviation of the flow rate at intermediate stages meansthe existence of an internal reflux, which increases the compositions of the lighter components at the intermediate stages. The pressure calculated from this composition is a higher estimate even if the temperature is correct. If the temperature is updated to satisfy the pressure constraint, it produces a negative deviation of temperature. Such a tendency is clearly observed in Fig. 7 . For example, during the iterations from 10 to 20, the increase of vapor flow rate in Fig. 4 corresponds to the positive deviation of pressure in Fig. 5 and the decrease of temperature in Fig. 6 . Transformation matrix corresponding to temperature updating procedure by conventional method 
Algorithm for Stabilization
The analysis above leads us to propose a necessary improvement in the conventional algorithm. It is to revise the composition prior to the temperature updating (before (1) in Fig. 2) using the deviation of the total flow rate. As we do not know the correct flow rate, we propose using the flow rate calculated from the heat balance as an approximation.
The deviation of the flow rate and that of the composition are related through the material balance for stage /: AiLfxj^AiV^yj^) (8) which gives LVAxjj+XjjAL-V^Ayj^+yj^AV^ (9) where ALi and AVi+l are approximated by the differences in flow rates calculated from the material and heat balances. 
the desired relation is obtained as
Weneed the boundary condition. Noting that the bottom composition is usually very close"to the convergent solution, we will assume Axj,N=0
The legitimacy of making this assumption can also be supported from Figs. 5 and 7. From them we know that the pressure and the temperature at the bottom stage are very close to the convergent values in the convergent phase of iteration. It means that the deviations of P and p°} are sufficiently small. When combined with Eq. (5) it means that the deviation of composition is also small.
Then the corrected mole fraction is obtained by To avoid a negative mole fraction, we employedthe following correction when Eq. (15) gives a negative value.
x-=XjjQXJ-^i)
Moreover, to saisfy the sum equation M 7=1 (17) xCjOi was normalized before application. The algorithm presented was applied to the case D=0.480. The partial differential coefficients in Eq. (13) were obtained analytically from the Wilson and Antoine equations. A convergent solution was obtained. The behavior of convergence is shown in Fig. 8 
Conclusion
The cause of long-cycle oscillation in the numerical solution of extractive distillation by the successive approximation method was investigated by analyzing the simulation results and examining the transformation matrix and its eigenvalues corresponding to the algorithm. The amplification of deviation of the total flow rate was found to be mediated by the temperature updating algorithm. When the composition deviates largely from convergent solution, the conventional updating procedure was found to revise the temperature in the wrong direction, enlarging the deviation of the composition of neighboring stages at the next iteration. As the composition deviation is definitely related to the deviation of total flow rate, the former can be revised by using information on the latter. The method presented stabilized the oscillation and gave rapid convergence. The absolute value of the dominant eigenvalue for the method presented became less than unity, while that for the conventional method exceeded unity. The essence of the method presented is that we utilized the information on the deviation of a summational quantity, which has not been used effectively in any previous method.
The practical significance of the method is that it can render the ordinary successive approximation algorithm capable of treating a large class of highly nonideal solutions.
